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ABSTRACT 
 The widespread use of mobile commerce is no longer a fiction. The future is for 

mobile technology and mobile commerce. These emerging technologies are getting wide 

acceptance throughout the world. Mobile commerce getting fast popularity since it allows the 

freedom of movement and ease of access virtually from anywhere. The future of mobile 

commerce heavily depends upon how easy and how friendly is this service to use. An 

effective user friendly interface design plays central role in the success of mobile commerce. 

Therefore, the main purpose of this research paper is to evaluate the usability principles of 

mobile commerce; therefore we choose two main stream WAP portals CNN.com and 

Amazon.com. These WAP portals are leaders in mobile commerce and enjoy outstanding 

repute in their respective fields. 

In this paper, I strive to highlight the potential factors that can improve the WAP services and 

the possible measures to adopt in order to enhance user interface design of WAP services. To 

reach this purpose a qualitative case study approach was used to investigate two WAP 

portals. The empirical data was collected through satisfaction questionnaire which was based 

on fourteen commonly used “Preset Tasks “that user had carried out. These preset tasks were 

based on various usability principles. 

In conclusion, I found that both WAP portals provide high customer value, flexibility and 

good usability experience; however there are still some potential areas of improvement.  
 

KEYWORDS: WAP Usability, Usability Principles, Mobile Commerce, User Interface 

Design, Amazon.Com, CNN.Com 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

 A comprehensive definition of m-commerce is given by Turban et al. (2004), they 

defined m-commerce as a monetary transaction for goods and services conducted by a 

mobile device, n operating system specific to mobile devices and a mobile-dedicated 

infrastructure. M-commerce is a natural extension of classical PC-based e-commerce into 

the wireless based web environment. However, there are some principles differences 

between classic e-commerce and m-commerce. The main differences between m-commerce 
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and e-commerce include modes of communication protocols, operating system specific to 

access mobile devices, the types of interest access devices, the development languages, the 

enabling technologies to support each environment and personalization of characteristics. 

Condos et al. (2002) describe that m-commerce combines the advantages of mobile-

communication with existing Electronic Commerce applications to permit customers to shop 

for goods and services virtually from anywhere. The rapid development in 

telecommunication and innovative thinking about user interface design has greatly 

facilitated mobile users to take the full advantage of m-commerce. WAP is one of the key 

enabling technologies of m-commerce that allows mobile users to access the internet from 

mobile. As a result, the future consumer adoption of m-commerce relies heavily on how 

easy it is to use WAP in order to access and utilize these services. 

Matskin and Tveit (2001) also have same explanation of WAP like other researchers. They 

consider WAP as a communication standard that enables portable electronic devices to send 

and receive and interpret information. This device can be particularly designed mobile 

phone or personal digital assistant such as palm pilot using micro browser software. Mobile 

commerce is a natural successor to e-commerce (Siau et al., 2001) because both are based on 

internet environment available to most individuals with PC access (Fenech, 2001). 

1.1.1 M-Commerce usability 

 M-Commerce usability is one of the biggest challenging issues in adopting m-

commerce (Ghinea and Angelides, 2004). Since, m-commerce has been deflated in the last 

few years therefore some doubts and concerns arose about its future (Jarvenpaa et al., 2000). 

In contrast to e-commerce, research shows new challenges in usability design in mobile 

commerce that are not limited to, the small screen size, limited screen resolution, limited 

processing capabilities, inadequate battery power of mobile devices, and bulky input 

mechanisms (Ghinea and Angelides, 2004). 

According to Sears and Arora (2002) the most important user-related barrier in mobile 

commerce was the limited data entry and data retrieval capabilities. As compare to regular 

PCs, the data entry tools for mobile environment were significantly more limited and data 

entry performance was considerably slower for novice users. According to Venkatesh et al. 

(2003) the main challenges on using mobile commerce included, time pressure, location, 

convenience, device limitation, relevancy, structure, customization, lack of industry 

standards and industry-specific design rules. 
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Nielsen et al. (2001) and Nielsen (1999) has identified several limitations on using cell 

phones to access mobile internet. These include: 

 The shapes of the mobile phones are not a suitable design for data-rich 

interaction because the distance between the human ear and mouth. 

 The keypad covers too much of the phone surface area, and being a numeric 

keypad, it is a poor device for entering alphanumeric characters. 

 The screen size of a mobile device, i.e. cell phone or PDA is limited just 2-2.5 

inches diagonally, as compare to desktop and laptop computers that have 

screen sizes range between 12 to 21 inches diagonally. 

 At present, the screen resolution and colors of mobile devices are considerably 

inferior as compare to PC-based screens. 

Similar to Sears and Arora (2002) and Nielsen et al. (2001), Ozok and Wei (2004) has also 

identified additional usability difficulties with the use of mobile phones including one of the 

hands being occupied holding mobile phone while data entry is conducted with the other 

hand using a stylus pen or the keypad. In addition, more difficulties involve information 

retrieval such as graphics being too small to read and take long time to download. 

In online sales, the user interface features including web page and content designs are key 

factors to enhance sales (Cao et al., 2005). In order to satisfy internet commerce usability 

expectations, the websites needs to be customized according to user interface principles to 

satisfy both their sensory and functional needs (Bellman et al., 1999). Although, lot of work 

has been done on website usability in e-commerce, however, mobile commerce usability has 

not been explored very well. In with the aim to enhance m-commerce experience, it is 

essential that the user interface issues has been understood very well, such improvements will 

potentially boost organization profitability and creditability (Venkatesh et al., 2003). 

According to Venkatesh et al. (2003) with the aim to establish a successful mobile 

commerce environment there are certain prerequisites to pursue. A simple conversion of a 

successful e-commerce business into mobile commerce is not a way of success. Therefore, a 

step-by-step content translation from e-commerce to m-commerce is not a best solution. 

There are numerous fundamental challenges needed for transferring websites from e-

commerce to mobile commerce such as  

 The first factor is related to the human issue connected with the small keypads and 

limited display interfaces of mobile phones; therefore, mobile commerce website designers 
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should offer shrunk web pages with a limited number of features on the mobile interfaces 

rather than offering variety of features on e-commerce websites. 

 Second factor is that the goal is different in mobile commerce, since the key in mobile 

commerce success is the ability to present content to users in a customized fashion, therefore, 

the goals mobile commerce customers wants to achieve are different than their goals in the e-

commerce environment. Since, in mobile commerce environment goals are often associated 

with a limited time (Sadeh, 2002). Mobile commerce tends to provide services to support 

time-critical activities therefore designers have to leverage the desires for specific usability 

aspects of mobile commerce. 

 The third factor is associated with cultural differences, Chau et al. (2002) has 

identified that while designing mobile commerce solution the designers should consider the 

cultural differences since people have been found as culturally sensitive. 

 The fourth important factor in mobile commerce is security and privacy. Palen and 

Salzman (2002) has figure out security as part of the advancement of usability in m-

commerce. The issue of information privacy is a growing concern from a customer 

perspective as in m-commerce the world is a global village. 

 The fifth vital factor in mobile commerce is user trust. Ozok and Wei (2004) has 

identified that user trust in secure data transmission using mobile device is considerably high, 

as compare to e-commerce. 

I have chosen two WAP portals CNN.com and Amazon.com as my case studies. The criteria 

for this selection is that, the both WAP portals are well known, well structured and reliable 

brands for m-commerce and leading WAP portals of their respective fields. Due to their long 

outstanding positions in m-commerce, these portals are generally considered as well 

established WAP portals, as compare to many other new and unknown portals. 

In addition, these two WAP portals are few of the most frequently visited portals; therefore, 

they have been constantly updated according to the needs of users. Therefore, as compare to 

other portals, I found them full of contents and most suitable for case study. CNN.com is 

mainly deals in national and international news, weather, TV programs whereas 

Amazon.com deals in online shopping and offer a broad range of products such as books, 

videos, journals and academics just a few names to mention. As for as, the business nature 

of both WAP portals are concern they are different. Therefore, I found these portals very 

interesting to explore with two different business domains. Since, back to our research 
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problem, the reason of this selection is mainly that I want to evaluate the usability principles 

of WAP enabled services; therefore these portals offer rich usability. 

I have formed my questionnaire in the light of previous theories conducted on WAP usability. 

I have asked students in my selected sample to carry out some specific “Preset tasks” and 

then fill up a “satisfaction questionnaire” which I used to assess user satisfaction level about 

WAP usability. Following is the list of preset tasks which I have used as guide for my 

questionnaire. 
Task                               Task Description 
   1 Connect to CNN portal and read latest world news 
   2 Choose world news headlines and read any corresponding article 
   3 Retrieve tomorrow’s weather forecast for Jammu & Kashmir 
   4 Retrieve tonight TV listing of Star Movies 
   5 Retrieve Law Reports and read an article. 
   6 Go to Video menu and watch any video clip of your own interest and go back to home page 
   7 Go to Travel menu, and choose a travel plan of your own choice 
   8 Go to sports menu, under sports highlights, search sport sore of any game/ watch any sports video 
    9 Connect to Amazon WAP portal and choose any Book or Text Book based on Book Title or 

author name 
  10 Choose Jewelry & watches and find jewelry or watch of your interest 
  11 Find any DVD of your interest based on DVD name or Actor name 
  12 Find the latest deals under “Deal of the Day” and explore the product details 
  13 Find GPS under “Electronics” category and add to “Shopping Cart” to test a complete transaction. 
  14 Search any Microsoft product in “Software Category” and adds in to the “Shopping Cart”  

 
 

CNN.COM 

CNN.com is among the world’s leaders in online news and information delivery. CNN has a 

team of dedicated staff to work 24 hours, seven days a week throughout the year. CNN’s 

world headquarters are located in Atlanta, Georgia and in bureaus worldwide. CNN.com 

heavily relies on CNN’s global team of almost 4,000 news professionals. CNN.com features 

the latest multimedia technologies, from live video streaming, audio packages to searchable 

archives of news features and background information. The site is updated continuously 

throughout the day. (www.cnn.com). CNN.com is owned by parent company “Time Warner 

Inc.” which is  leading global media and entertainment company with businesses in films, 

entertainment, television networks, interactive services, cable systems and publishing. In 

terms of quality, popularity and financial results, Time Warner divisions are generally at the 

top of their categories. America Online, Time Inc., Time Warner Cable, Home Box Office, 

New Line Cinema, Turner Broadcasting System and Warner Bros. are just few examples. 

(www.timewarner.com).  
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RQ 1. Does the design of current WAP services contain major usability flaws? 

CNN.COM 

I have formed my preset tasks based on usability principles for WAP services to answer my 

first research question to work out does the design of current WAP services contain major 

usability flaws? 

The preset tasks 1 to 8 are related to CNN portal whereas tasks 9 to 14 are related to 

Amazon portal. 

Task 1. Connect to CNN Portal and read latest world news 

The users connected with CNN.com and they read variety of news under “home page” and 

“world news” links. All the text and color were found user friendly and contents of site were 

found good. However, there were approx. 25 common menus which starts from World, U.S. 

weather, Business, Sports, Law, video, Travel…. Contact us which appears under every 

links. These menus which appears constantly under every link, occupies a wide space of 

mobile screen. It increases the downloading time on every page. In addition, it creates a 

scrolling hurdle for readers because in order to access the desire information on every page, 

the reader first have to scroll down through all these common menus in order to access the 

desire information/article. All these menus should be limited to home page and reader can 

access them one by one using “Black Button” or using “Home Button”. The home page was 

full of images, which results in increase in downloading time, furthermore, the long list of 

menus, make reader confuse to search the desire information. 

Task 2. Choose world news headlines and read any corresponding article 

Various news and corresponding articles from cnn.com/WORLD were explored for reading. 

All explored articles were found in good health. The task was carried out successfully. 

Task 3. Retrieve tomorrow’s weather forecast for Jammu and Kashmir 

The participant users accessed the weather forecast and the link was working properly. 

There were two options given to obtain weather forecast, by City name (Srinagar), or by 

entering ZIP code for that city or state. The users tested both options and got their desired 

results. However, there was an option to select a city from pick list “Select from list” to 

select a country and city but that pick list was not operational. By clicking this drop down 

list, it could not work and even could not produce any error message. 
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Task 4. Retrieve tonight TV listing of Star Movies 

There was no TV Guide available, where reader can get the schedule of TV Programs based 

on channel. There were some other links like “Entertainment” where several TV news and 

TV stories were covered and hot TV programs of some channels were also given however 

users were unable to obtain their tonight TV listing of Star Movies. In addition, the 

information available for “hot TV programs” and “TV stories” was not in an ascending 

order/indexed and user could not understand the logic of information display. In other words 

the information was scattered. 

Task 5. Retrieve Law Reports and read an article 

The law reports were engaged well and articles were found operational. The users 

successfully retrieved and read different articles. However under CNN.com/Law link there 

were almost 9 different big and small images found which noticeably reduced the 

downloading time. 

Task 6. Go to Video and watch any video clip of your interest and go back to home page 

Under cnn.com/VIDEO menu, none of the videos were found operational. It was more 

surprising that, even it could not display any error message. Apparently, it seems that user 

has not click the link, however after making many attempts it was confirmed that the link 

was not operational. The same result was found under home page, where users tried to watch 

some news video clip “Is the Iraqi army getting closer to taking control” the video clip 
could not run/execute. Several other video clips were also test but the result remains the same. 

Task 7. Go to the Travel menu, and choose a travel plan of your own choice 

In order to book a ticket or market travel plan, there were several options under the 

cnn.com/Travel link. These were external links to other websites, such as Air Canada/West 

Jet/American Air Lines/Kayak etc. The customer has to switch to these external portals in 

order to finalize a deal. The first available link was about Air Canada. While clicking on Air 

Canada link an error message appeared that 

“This site is temporarily down for maintenance. Please come back later. Thanks, Sorry for 

Inconvenience ”However other available external links were found operational, West Jet and 

American air Lines. 

Task 8. Go to sports menu and under sports highlights, search sports sore of any game 

of your choice 

The sports highlight shows a broad range of sport highlights including sports scores, event 

dates and sport commentary. The available information was rich in its context. In order to 

find any particular sports info, the user has to write the sports name in “Search Box” to 
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retrieve desired information. While writing sports name, the user might make spelling 

mistake or space between keyword which not recognized by the portal. Therefore, it is 

highly desired that all sports names should be predefined on portal in an according order, so 

user can just pick any sport of his/her own interest. This could significantly enhance the user 

experience. 

RQ 2. How the m-commerce interface design can be made user-friendly? 

The earlier research indicates that user centered interface design principles and a usability 

principle plays a key role to improve interface design. Since, my research is intended to first 

figure out any existing flaws in WAP services and in second research question, I will 

attempt to propose solutions to improve the interface design with the help of valuable 
research conducted by Preece et al., 1995, Nielsen, 1993, Dix et al., 1993 and Shackel et al., 1990. 

 

CNN.COM 

Visibility of system status 

The visibility of system status in CNN portal was very clear. The system process the request 

instantly. In few places where search option was used, the system shows a message 

“Processing data” so that user should know something happening. For example, in task 8 

“Go to sports menu, watch any sports video” the request was being processed with a system 

status “Processing data”. 

Use user’s own language 

In CNN portal, a real life language was used. Especially in news section, easy to understand 

and every day English language was used. The vocabulary selection was very simple. While 

writing analysis on current affairs, simple sentences were used and scientific vocabulary was 

avoided. For example, in task 2, “Choose world news headlines and read any corresponding 

article”, the article “Americans worry about Afghanistan” a simple and easy to understand 

language was used in a logical order, therefore an average audience without strong political 

knowledge can also get the picture of the news. 

User control and freedom 

The user control and freedom was ensured on CNN portal, since user move around portal 

using “Next”, “Previous” and “Go to Top” options were used. By using these navigation 

options user can easily move around the portal with ease of freedom. 

Consistency and standards 

The CNN portal found highly consistent. All the main heading were in bold and in bigger 

font, whereas all the “detailed news” were in normal text. Wherever, there was a 
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“SEARCH3 option, it was followed by a “SUBMIT” button. Weather news in task-3 and 

search a video in task-4 are good examples of consistency in CNN portal. 

Error Prevention  

The error prevention method in CNN portal was not very effective. Since, in task-6 under 

cnn.com/VIDEO menu, none of videos were found operational. It was even more frustrating 

that system does not produce any error. In addition, in task-7 “Choose a Travel plan of your 

choice” the external link for Air Canada was broken which shows that portal was not 

updated appropriately. 

Recognition and Recall 

Since, the nature of CNN portal was limited to news and no complex shopping experience 

was involved, therefore most of the information was very simple to understand and 

recognize. In addition, the news were arranged using different news categories, therefore 

user can easily recognize where he can fetch his desired information, for example the 

football score and ice-hockey events reveals that the information is arranged under “Sports” 

category. 

Flexibility of use 

The CNN portal provides high level of flexibility, as within a very short period of time; the 

users were successfully able to conduct variety of tasks. Since, the portal was flexible to 

navigate, therefore users of different background (experienced and inexperienced) were 

equally comfortable to complete tasks 1-8. 

Aesthetic and minimalist design 

The information available on CNN was mostly relevant and important. The main headings 

were generally concise however user can proceed to sub links for further details. The news 

was arranged using categories and their relevancy to each other. In general, the design was 

aesthetic. 

Sensible error messages 

In CNN portal, error occurred twice. At first place, while conducting task-6 “watch video” 

none of the videos found operational, however in this case system even does not generate 

any error. In second place, in task-7, In order to book a ticket under the cnn.com/Travel link 

the external link for Air Canada does not work and system generates following error 

message 

“This site is temporarily down for maintenance. Please come back later. Thanks, Sorry for 

Inconvenience” 
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As for as, the error message was concern, it was sensible. 

Robustness 

In order to validate robustness in CNN portal, various tasks were analyzed. Especially task-7 

“Go to Travel menu, and choose a travel plan of your own choice” and task-8 “Go to sports 

menu, under sports highlights, watch any sports video” were performed. The task-7 was 

partially successful, since the user were unable to perform any travel arrangement using Air 

Canada external link, however they successfully perform booking using other external air 

lines. In task-8, the users attempt to find “Score” of different sports such as ice-hockey, 

soccer, volleyball etc. In order to find any sports score, user has to enter the sports name in 

“Search Box” to retrieve desired information. While writing sports name, the users 

sometimes could not got results because of space in keywords and sometimes joining the 

keywords. The users were confused how to proceed with the task. In addition, in case of 

error in spelling or space in keyword, system does not produce any “ALTERNATIVE”, (Did 

you mean: Ice Hockey) that could be best way to guide the user; therefore, the Robustness of 

CNN was remain very poor. 

Utility 

As for as, the utility of CNN portal is concern, the portal offers functional efficiency to 

perform variety of tasks such as reading latest world news, weather, law, entertainment, 

travel and health news and articles just a few names to mention. The portal is fully 

operational to perform all basic tasks successfully. 

Safety 

CNN.com is news broadcasting agency, therefore based on their business nature, there are no 

heavy transitions involved in CNN portal. Most of information is available to readers free of 

charge. However, few articles are needed to buy in order to read that articles. In such cases, 

the system can perform immediate transition using secure credit cards. 

 

AMAZON.COM 
Amazon.com is Fortune 500 Company based and founded in Seattle, Washington. 

Amazon.com is a global leader in e-commerce, since 1995, when Jeff Bezos started 

Amazon.com; the company has significantly expanded its product offerings, international 

sites and worldwide network of fulfillment and customer-service centers. At present, 

amzon.com offers everything from books, electronics to diamond jewellery. The company 

operates sites in the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Japan, Canada, and China. In 2000, 
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the company began to offer its best-of-breed e-commerce platform to other retailers and to 

individual sellers. At the moment, big name retailers work with Amazon services to power 

their e-commerce offerings from end-to-end, including technology services, merchandising, 

customer service, technical support and order delivery (amazon.com). 

RQ 1. Does the design of current WAP services contain major usability flaws? 

AMAZON.COM 

Task 9. Connect to Amazon WAP portal and choose any Book or Text Book based on 

Book Title or author name 

The users could browse books related information by two ways, first by entering “book title”, 

secondly by entering “Author name”. The search option was efficient enough to produce 

results. The users successfully found different books based on book title and author name. In 

addition, the user can also find book by entering book “ISBN number” which was observed 

much faster and accurate way of searching. 

Task 10. Choose Jewelry & Watches and find Jewelry or Watch of your own interest 

There was a comprehensive category of Jewelry and watches available under this category 

range from jewelry, Pearls, Platinum, Gold, Silver, Men’s Jewelry, Children’s Jewelry and 

Religious Jewelry and to countless watch models. Different jewelry were tired to find and all 

search options were found operational. 

Task 11. Find any DVD of your interest based on DVD name or Actor name 

There are several options to find DVDs based on their category like Action Movies, Crime 

Movies, Disaster Films, and Kids & Teens Moves etc. Search on both DVD name or actor 

name were found successful. Several searches made to test results, for instance, search based 

on movie name “Gladiator” and a separate search made by actor name “Russell Crowe” 

retrieved desire results. 

Task 12. Find the latest deals under “Deal of the day” and explore the product details. 

Under the “deal of the day” link, the users found big image of “Life span Fitness TR 3000-

HRC Treadmill” as deal of the day. There were five additional images available for users to 

view different parts of that product. The users could review “View customer reviews” and 

“Editorial reviews” for comments. The product information is an important element for users. 

Under “Product Details” link, they found following information 

“Sports, Life span Fitness amazon.com Sales Rank: 23, UPC: 0855959000201” 

The users reported the above mention information insufficient and inappropriate, since detail 

does not give the right idea about product itself; it just shows an inventory kind of number 
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UPC: 0855959000201 which might be good for internal use. They were expecting product 

information such as product weight, length, material used i.e. Aluminum or steel, and belt 

made of leather, size of computer LCD display etc. 

 

Task 13. Find GPS under “Electronics” category and add to “Shopping Cart” to test a 

complete transaction 

Under Electronics category, the users entered GPS in “Search” option. The system retrieved 

variety of GPS available on amazon.com portal. The results retrieved by search option are as 

following: 

Sorting 
Order 

GPS Name & Model GPS Size Price 

1 Garmin Nuvi 350 3.5 inch Portable Navigator $312.00 
2 TomTom One 125 3.5 inch Portable Navigator $79.95 
3 Garmin Nuvi 760 4.3 inch Portable automobile Navigator $226.99 
4 Garmin Nuvi 360 3.5 inch Blue tooth Portable Navigator $158.51 
5 TomTom One XL 4.3 inch Portable Navigator with US & 

Canada mps 
$174.99 

6 Garmin Nuvi 360 3.5 inch Bluetooth Portable Navigator 
with text to speech 

$158.51 

7 Garmin Nuvi 255W 4.3 inch Portable Navigator $201.39 
 

The sorting method/order of Amazon portal was remained unknown. It was observed that 

GPS’s was not sorted on GPS Name, Model and Size and even not on Price. The user 

successfully selected various GPS and added them into “Shopping Cart” and proceeded to 

checkout to complete transition as test case. The user did not bought anything, since our 

intention was just to test the full transaction cycle. 

Task 14. Search and Microsoft product in Software category and adds into Shopping cart. 

The user searched for MS Office XP and 2007 software’s in Amazon portal. They found 

variety of software products such as MS office 2007 student edition and home edition. The 

product was offered in CD form. In addition, the product was also offered as “Used & New” 

product. The both “Used & New” software had different prices and “New” software was less 

expensive as compare to “Used” software was quite confusing; even though it was “Used” 

software but it was more expensive than “New” one; therefore users wondered why it was 

being offered? Furthermore, the source of “Used” being was not even mentioned. However, 

the task was carried out successfully. 
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RQ 2. How the m-commerce interface design can be made user-friendly? 

 

AMAZON.COM 

Visibility of System status 

The system visibility of Amazon was very good. The system processes the request quickly. 

The information was mainly managed using different products segments such as Books, 

Electronics, and DVD etc. However, user can find variety of products using “Search” Option. 

Whenever search was made the system immediately shows the result or shows a message 

“Processing Data”, therefore user should not click the button again. In “Shopping Cart” user 

can view all added products. “Shopping Cart” also shows the data without any delay. In task-

13 and task-14 shopping cart utility was experienced. 

Use user’s own Language 

As for as, the Amazon business is concern it offers variety of products online to general 

public. Therefore, the language used in Amazon must be simple and easy to understand. In 

task-12 “Find the latest deals under “Deal of the day” and explore the product details”. Under 

the link users found “Life span fitness TR 3000-HRC Treadmill” as deal of the day. When 

users attempt to explore “Product Details” information, they found following information 

“Sports, Life Span Fitness amazon.com Sales Rank: 23, UPC: 0855959000201” 

The users reported the above mention information insufficient and inappropriate, since a 

detail does not give the right data about product itself; it just shows an inventory number 

UPC: 0855959000201 which might be good for internal use. 

User Control and Freedom 

The user control and freedom was very well managed in Amazon. User can easily navigate 
around Amazon portal using “Next Page”, “Previous Page” and “Amazon.com Home” options. 

Consistency and standards 

The Amazon portal was found well consistent, since the information was arranged using 

“Product Categories” such as Books, Electronic, DVD’s etc. In addition, comprehensive 

“Search” was available on every page, so if customer wish to made new search he/she should 

not have to go all the way back just to make new search. For selection purpose, check box 

button were used so that customer can easily make a choice among variety of options. 

Error Prevention 

In Amazon.com portal is well designed portal that prevent errors to occur. While conducting 

tasks from 9-14, the users could not face any errors. All links were fully operational. 
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Recognition versus Recall 

Amazon is a public oriented-Business to Consumer WAP portal. Therefore, recognition is an 

important factor for Amazon. In task-13 & task-14 user added various products into 

“shopping cart” to test a complete business transition. By using “Shopping Cart” user simply 

add products into system and system will “remember” (Keep Track) of all these added 

products using shopping cart. Due to this efficient recognition method, customers don’t have 

to remember anything. 

 

Flexibility of use 

The Amazon portal is highly flexibility. Users with different backgrounds (experienced and 

inexperienced) easily completed the tasks 9-14. The users reported the portal easy to learn, 

flexible to use, content full and easy to navigate. Therefore Amazon is good example of 

flexible portal. 

 Aesthetic and minimalist design 

The Amazon portal is good example of aesthetic and minimalist design. Most of the 

information is arranged using product categories such as “Books, Electronics, and DVD” etc. 

In addition, any different product can be searched using “Search” facility. The user is guided 

sufficiently at various stages to carry out tasks successfully. 

Sensible error messages 

As for as, Amazon portal is concern, no error was reported. The user carried out task 9-14 

without any major difficulty. 

Robustness 

In order to validate robustness in Amazon portal, task-13 “Find GPS under Electronics 

category and add to “Shopping Cart” to test a complete transaction” and Task-14 “Search any 

Microsoft product in Software category and add into shopping cart” were analyzed. The 

objective of these tasks was to test the full business life cycle of Amazon.com portal. Both 

tasks were conducted successfully by using full features of the portal such as “Product 

Search”, browse “product information”, add product into “shopping cart” up to payment. The 

response time was good. In case of spelling mistake in search, the user was guided with an 

“alternative”. Overall, Amazon portal is a good example of robustness. 

Utility 

Amazon portal found fully operational and functional. Users conducted multiple tasks 

without any hurdle and without any major difficulty. Users validated portal’s utility by testing 
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full business life cycle of Amazon. No major error reported in portal that prevents the 

customer to carry out basic tasks. 

Safety 

Amazon is an online retail portal that provides variety of products to their valuable 

customers. The Amazon business nature is B2C. The customer can add products in “shopping 

cart” as much as he/she wish. In order to proceed with payment customer need to choose 

“proceed to checkout”. Amazon offers two options to choose and sign in, 1) I am new 

customer. 2) I m returning customer. “Sign in for using our secure server”. In order to finalize 

the payment, customer will provide credit card information. Amazon’s payment method and 

web server are highly secure. Amazon portal fulfills all security measure to provide high 

level of system safety.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 Mobile commerce is one of the fastest and emerging fields of research. The 

importance of mobile commerce is an open reality; however a few studies are found on 

"usability of mobile commerce". Therefore, this field of research required immediate 

attention of' passionate and enthusiastic researchers. Since, the mobile devices and 

technology itself changing very quickly, as a result, it open doors for the constant need for the  

improvement of mobile usability and mobile interface design principles. I would  

recommend that a future study should be conducted by taking different sample selection  

(WAP Portals). The study could be conducted by using Preset Tasks or with open ended  

questionnaires. The objective of these Preset Tasks or questionnaires should be in depth  

analysis of existing services and to figure out the potential areas of improvement in  

WAP usability. Since, we believe that if mobile usability could be improved above  

"satisfactory" level, it will have direct and positive impact of m-commerce usage and  

increase in m-commerce business volume.  
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